
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“Now a strange mood took hold of me, as I walked silent and alone through the last of the pines and the 
cypress knees that seemed to float in the black water, the gray moss that coated everything. . . . I was no 
longer a biologist but somehow the crest of a wave building and building but never crashing to shore. I 
saw with such new eyes the subtleties of the transition to the marsh, the salt flats. As the trail became a 
raised berm, dull, algae-choked lakes spread out to the right and a canal flanked it to the left. Rough 
channels of water meandered out in a maze through a forest of reeds on the canal side, and islands, 
oases of wind-contorted trees, appeared in the distance like sudden revelations.”  
 
–  Jeff VanderMeer, Annihilation. 	

Like many in lockdown, I turned to books to escape. The greatest escape turned out to be a trilogy 
packaged as Area X by an American author by the name of Jeff VanderMeer. At the time I’d 
never heard of Valentina Palonen.	

Area X is a wild tale of a particularly strange zone of Florida that has been – quite literally – 
reclaimed by ‘nature.’ It tells the yarn of humans attempting to infiltrate this odd paradise of 
pollution-free environs. The air is clean, the once signs of human inhabitation covered in moss and 
fungus, the water is pristine… except there are anomalies… and plenty of them. (Annihilation, the 
first book of Area X, was adapted as a film starring Natalie Portman in 2018.)	
 	
And then, by pure coincidence, I received an e-mail from Valentina Palonen and she had, 
unintentionally perhaps, been illustrating the very text I’d been so avidly consuming.	
 	
For the explorers of Area X – four women - the area they visit is a realm of sparkling luminescence, at 
times hallucinogenic and borderline psychedelic, a nature almost violent in its potency and 
fecundity. Indeed, the intensity so well captured in Palonen’s paintings.	
 	
Many of Palonen’s works, such as The Dreamer (2021) and Private Universe 1 and 2 (2021) are eerie 
abstractions. The amoeba-like form of The Dreamer floats like a disembodied thought dancing in 
the ether while her two Private Universe canvases throb with orbs and spheres of electrified light. 
Like gargantuan sun motes or alien spermatozoa they suggest a life force in and of themselves, 
dripping, oozing and pulsing with potency.	

When Palonen moves into more figurative realms, her work takes on a more strongly illustrative and 
purely romantic tone. In such paintings as Suncatcher (2020), Violet Rapture (2021) and The Flying 
Lesson (2021) one may be reminded of the psychedelic extremes of 1960s acid rock, or harking 
further back, hyper-colourised versions of the romanticised imagery of English illustrator and 
author Aubrey Beardsley (1872–1898) and the Art Nouveau style that was most popular between 
1890 and 1910.	

“I’ve decided to call the exhibition ‘Everything in its right place;’” Palonen says of this body of 
work. “A kind of reflection on my surrender to both colour and more subtle, mostly unconscious 
impulses, over any predetermined concept or theoretical framework.” Indeed, such academic 
jargon as ‘concept’ or ‘theory’ seem to be the true ‘alien life-forms’ when confronted 
with Palonen’s exotic sensuality.	
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